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crats and Socialists made it one of domestic policy^ which it was,
and assailed the Minister of Defence who was responsible for
the Reichswehr to parliament. Passions rose high and when, after
much furious and unenlightening controversy over the methods
of the Ministry of Defence, the Socialists, from the purest repub-
lican motives moved a vote of censure on the government, all
the anti-republicans took their revenge on the cabinet by voting
for it and carrying it. That by doing so they voted against their
own motion was nothing in the heat of the moment, and feelings
were so stirred that it seemed as if no possible combination could
be found to produce a government that had any hope of lasting.
Negotiations ended in a burst of sheer temper, and for a moment
it seemed as if the system which had been so painfully recovering
were going to relapse into a much worse chaos than ever. But
there were still cool heads in Germany who knew that behind
the froth and bubble there was a strong public opinion that
thought that its representatives were making unmitigated fools
of themselves. Acting on their advice the President intervened
as he was constitutionally entitled to do. He insisted that in the
national interests—after all he was no Left-winger—there ought
to be a Right coalition. If the Nationalists agreed then let them
come down from the heights of moral indignation and help to
form it. If they did not agree, then of course other arrangements
would have to be made. The alternative was plain—the Left
coalition that they dreaded—and the Nationalists made no further
protest. The Right coalition cabinet which took office early in
1927 under the inevitable Marx with a homogeneous following
and a comfortable majority was a constitutional republican cabinet*
The cause of "monarchy," never very clearly defined even in
the minds of its nominal adherents, faded away. Reaction there
would always be, but with the surrender of the Nationalist party
it would be reaction within the republican constitution. In more
senses than one Germany in 1927- seemed to have completed her
painful journey from Versailles to freedom.

